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API to Obtain and Update Project Team Members in Supplier Management 
Projects

Description

§ This feature adds an API endpoint 
that allows you to retrieve and 
modify project team members. 
Using the API, you can then add 
team members as approvers in 
supplier management projects such 
as supplier request, supplier 
registration, supplier qualification, 
and more.

Customer benefit

§ Support for project team data 
export and updates via API 
provides a greater level of flexibility 
and extensibility for customers to 
execute their processes based on 
external data including approval 
workflows

User

§ Buyer

Enablement model

§ Automatically On

Applicable solution(s):

§ SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and 
Performance
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Prerequisites, Restrictions, Cautions

• You must make API calls before any associated approval tasks are triggered. When users 
respond to a questionnaire, the associated approval tasks become active immediately. As a 
result, attempts to modify users, user groups, or approvers via the API may not yield accurate 
results. To ensure that you make API calls before the approval tasks are triggered, you might 
consider setting up a to-do task as a predecessor for your approval workflow. 

• To create an application and request access to use the SAP Ariba APIs relevant to this feature, 
you must have access to the SAP Ariba developer portal. For details refer to Steps to Start 
Using the SAP Ariba APIs in Help for the SAP Ariba Developer Portal.

• All queries made to this API must be authenticated using OAuth authentication. For details refer 
to SAP Ariba Developer Portal Authentication in Help for the SAP Ariba Developer Portal.

• For supplier management projects, this feature only supports the /teams endpoint; other 
API endpoints are not supported.

Prerequisites

Restrictions
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Feature details

This feature makes an SAP Ariba API available to supplier management projects. The /projects/{projectId}/teams endpoint allows you 
to retrieve and modify project team members. Using this endpoint, you can also add team members as approvers in supplier management 
projects such as supplier request, supplier registration, supplier qualification, and modular questionnaire.
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